ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 37

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The B-2 [Kharkiv model V-2] engine consisted of a crankcase; two cylinder
blocks; a crank rod mechanism; transmission; power system; lubricating,
cooling and starting mechanisms.

T

he cylinder block comprised a cast aluminium alloy
jacket into which were inserted six steel liners and the
head unit. The junction of the head unit and cylinder
jacket were sealed by an aluminium gasket. Rubber
sealing rings were itted between the cylinder jacket and the
liners (in their lower section).
Two distribution rollers were mounted on each head unit
to control the valves. The cams of these rollers operated

directly on mushroom followers mounted in the valve
stems: one roller operated on the inlet valves; the other
on the exhaust valves. The distribution mechanism was
enclosed by an aluminium cover attached to the head unit
of the cylinder block.
This distribution mechanism was actuated by
a bevel pinion positioned on splines at the tail end
of the crankshaft.

Each cylinder had four
valves, two inlet (for air
intake) and two exhaust
(for venting spent gases).
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037A

KP

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

037A

Engine crankcase left and pipe joint

1

037B

Left exhaust manifold

1

037C

Left intake manifold

1

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

This is how the left engine
crankcase and its exhaust and
intake manifolds look when this
stage is completed.

3

4+1*
* includes spares

037B

037C

The next stages continue to assemble
the V-2 engine of the T-34-85.

1

Insert the screw tabs on the left intake manifold (037C)
into the slots in the side of the engine crankcase left
(037A), orientated as shown. Fix with two KP screws.

037C
KP

KP

037A

037A

Insert the screw tabs on the left exhaust manifold
(037B) into the slots in the side of the engine
crankcase left (037A), orientated as shown. Fix with
two KP screws.

2

KP

KP

037B

2

3
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STEP 38

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The B-2 [Kharkiv model V-2] was a four stroke compression ignition – or diesel –
engine, named for the four strokes a piston makes in a single thermodynamic cycle.

A

stroke is deined as the full travel of the piston along
the cylinder, both up and down. Four separate
strokes constitute a single thermodynamic cycle.
Four valves were used per cylinder on the B-2
engine, two inlet and two exhaust.
1 Intake stroke: Air is drawn inside the cylinder through
the inlet valve. This remains open until the piston reaches
the bottom of the cylinder, when the valve closes and seals
the upper end of the cylinder.
2 Compression stroke: The piston moves up and the
air in the cylinder is subjected to compression up to
a pressure of 35 atm [standard atmosphere, where 1
atm is standard pressure at sea level]. This heats the air,

raising its temperature to 550-600°C. Fuel in an atomised
form is injected directly into the hot gas. This takes place
under pressure at 200 atm, which ensures that the fuel is
atomised and mixes with the air. This spontaneously ignites
(the maximum combustion pressure reaches 85-95 atm).
3 Power stroke (with the valves closed): The fuel
combustion products spread and the heat pushes the piston
down, driving the crankshaft which in turn sends power
to the wheels, at which the pressure of the gases falls to
3-4 atm.
4 Exhaust stroke: The combustion products are discharged
from the cylinder into the atmosphere through the exhaust
valves, pushed out by the piston’s return.
The T-34 85 engine was
designed to last 100 hours,
but breakdowns were
frequent and engines
rarely operated for more
than 60 hours before
requiring repair.
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038A

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

038A

Right engine crankcase and pipe joint

1

038B

Right exhaust manifold

1

038C

Right intake manifold

1

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

4+1*

KP

3

This is how the right engine
crankcase and its exhaust and
intake manifolds look when this
stage is completed.

* includes spares

038B

038C

The next stages continue to assemble
the V-2 engine of the T-34-85.

1

Insert the screw tabs on the right intake manifold (038C)
into the slots in the side of the engine crankcase right
(038A), orientated as shown. Fix with two KP screws.

038C
KP

KP

038A

038A

2

Insert the screw tabs on the right exhaust
manifold (038B) into the slots in the side of the
engine crankcase left (038A), orientated as shown.
Fix with two KP screws.

KP

KP

038B

2

3
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STEP 39

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The hull of the T-34-85 tank contained eight internal fuel tanks, comprising three
groups: right-hand on-board tanks, left-hand on-board tanks and stern tanks.

T

he right-hand on-board tanks consisted of three
separate tanks: two front and one middle. The front
tanks were installed in the ighting compartment
around the sides in pairs, top and bottom, and were
connected by a rubber-canvas hose. The middle tank was
installed in the front section of the engine compartment
and was connected by a fuel line to the lower front tank.
The group of left-hand on-board tanks also comprised three
separate tanks, mirroring the right-hand on-board tanks.

Fuel from the on-board tanks was taken through a duct
connected to the sump of the lower tank. A iller hole
in the upper tank was provided with a mesh ilter and closed
with a stopper. In order to drain fuel from the on-board
tanks in the lower part of the sump, there was an opening
with a stopper. The upper cavities of all three tanks were
connected and with the aid of an air pipe were connected
by an air distribution valve to an air pump.

The capacity of each
group of on-board
tanks was (right-hand
and left-hand) 200 l;
Upper 100 l; Lower 55 l;
and Middle 45 l.
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039A

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

039A

Left cylinder head cover

1

039B

Left high-pressure fuel pipe

1

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

5 + 1*

3

Fit the left crankcase and cylinder head assembly
from step 2 on to the engine assembly from stage 36.
Ensure that the two small pins on the inside lower
edge of the crankcase (037A) it into the corresponding holes
in the left side of the engine base upper (035A). Fix with two
KP screws from beneath the engine base upper.

* includes spares
039B

035A

1

Fit the collar at the base of the left high-pressure
fuel pipe (039B) over the socket inside the end
of the engine crankcase left (037A). Fix with a KP screw.

039B

037A
KP

KP

KP
037A

039B

2

Fit the left cylinder head cover (039A) on to the
engine crankcase left (037A), ensuring that the two
screw posts inside align. Fix from inside the crankcase
with two KP screws.
039A

KP
037A
KP

4
2

This is how the engine
looks when this stage
is completed.
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STEP 40

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The engine power supply system is designed to convey the fuel from the tanks
by priming the pump and filter to the fuel pump, which consistently injects set
portions of atomised fuel into the combustion chamber.

T

he group of stern tanks comprises two tanks,
right-hand and left-hand. Both tanks are installed
in the stern and are connected to each other by
a duct. The stoppers of the iller and drain cavities of
the stern tanks are identical to those on the front on-board
tanks. A tube runs to the upper section of the right-hand
and left-hand stern tanks, connecting them to the air pump
through the air distribution valve. In addition, a duct runs to

the right-hand stern tank, running along the right-hand hull
side from the fuel distribution valve.
When the engine is operating, fuel is drawn from only the
right-hand stern tank. Spent fuel is replenished from the lefthand tank via a duct.
The capacity of stern tanks is 145 l. The total capacity of all
internal fuel tanks in the supply system is 545 l.

The quantity of fuel in the
tanks is verified by means
of a probe that can be
dipped into the upper
front tank through the
filler hole.
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040A

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

040A

Right cylinder head cover

1

040B

Right high-pressure fuel pipe

1

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

5 + 1*

3

Fit the right crankcase and cylinder head assembly
from step 2 on to the engine assembly from
stage 39. Ensure that the two small pins on the inside
lower edge of the crankcase (038A) fit into the corresponding
holes in the left side of the engine base upper (035A). Fix
with two KP screws from beneath the engine base upper.

* includes spares
040B

1

040B

Fit the collar at the base of the right high-pressure
fuel pipe (040B) over the socket inside the end of the
engine crankcase right (038A). Fix with a KP screw.

035A

KP

038A

KP

KP

040B
038A

2

Fit the right cylinder head cover (040A) on to the
engine crankcase right (038A), ensuring that the two
screw posts inside align. Fix from inside the crankcase
with two KP screws.
040A

038A
KP
KP

4
2

This is how the engine
looks when this stage
is completed.
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